ADDENDA- apologies for gaps due to a lack of notes
The onset of a few spots of rain saw an exodus of lightweights scuttle away from the circle but
we carried on apace. Run Offences continued, and the bus bitches were well lubricated by the
‘Designated Drinker’ policy allowing others to drive home safely. No Hope and Matching Drapes
were punished for Rule 6-ing under an umbrella and their ardour was cooled on the ice. GoGo
Trump’s friends were invited in as she had Comfortable Shoes (?) over for a drink the other
night. CS went home early as she thought hubby might be lonely, only to find him missing and
he didn’t roll in until 6 am. Good drills.
Wilma got Master Baker in for racing (and showing Wilma up as he’s not as fast as he used to
be), followed by Lesser Dipshit, who clarified that Master Baker had had his original hash name
restored. This was endorsed by the circle and the GM has deemed this matter closed. The GM
then spoke about Hash Names, pointing out that they were earned, not just given out after a
certain number of runs, and sometimes took a while as we learned people’s characters or
idiosyncrasies. He also pointed out that names given by other hashes should be respected.
Mannequin Pis was bubbled over bringing his 3 staff up to the laager early to transport beer up
to the lookout. All were knackered within 10 paces up the hill and MP had to hump everything
up the hill himself.
Bunnyken Pis was then punished for a lack of organization. Everything was brought up in the
morning to lay the run- except for the PAPER resulting in another trip home and back.
SADG (welcome back) and Buttplug had run offences but addenda missed them. Not Long
Enough and Fungus were back on the ice a number of times for their transgressions on
Wednesday, including breaking the GM. Hurry back soon Jaws and work on your balancebreaking your Humerus is not humorous.
A bit more Admin was conducted with Repressed One getting his 25 Run shirt.
Hares into the circle and Fungus was quietly confident that he would finally be rid of Hash Shit
(unfortunately for Fungus he was the only one who was confident about this). Despite the bus
not making it to the laager, resulting in a 2 km first leg, and other minor issues Good Run was
given and Fungus retains his crown. Next week’s hare announced the run up at the Thalang
Showgrounds and the circle was closed. Good hashers stepped in to transport the bus
passengers down the hill and all went merrily home as the rain had stopped almost as soon as it
started.
A big thanks to our stand-in GM Scud- an Old School GM and an Old School Circle. A few core
values were re-introduced on the day and roll on next week’s (not so) secret stand-in.
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